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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I would like to give you a status update of the process flow diagrams and node descriptions for the WMS and their linkage to the Functions and Requirements Hierarchy diagrams

mailto:josephiraiii@ornl.gov


PFDND can enhance and inform 
many aspects of NFST work 

Process flow diagrams are being developed for the 
various material flow operations described in the 
WMS architecture studies (FY12 and FY13) 
• Flow diagrams with individual process node descriptions 
• Equipment lists for each node 
 

PFDND can help the NFST project in a variety of 
ways: 
• Help inform the Functions and Requirements activity 
• Better evaluate storage and transportation scenarios 
• Next generation systems tools development 
• Training of people new to the project 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PFDND can enhance and inform many aspects of NFST work. Some background before I dive in, we are developing the process flow diagrams for the various material flow operations that were described in the WMS architecture studies in FY12 and FY13. In addition, there are process node descriptions for each of the individual processes in the flow diagrams, and there are equipment lists of what is needed for each node. The PFDND can help the NFST project in a variety of ways: help inform this Functions and Requirements activity. In fact, we have already done a cross-check of the F&R and the process flow diagrams against each other and identified a few things to add to each of them. Also, it will help to better evaluate storage and transportation scenarios, it will inform the next generation systems tools development, and can even help train people new to the project. 



Overview 

Process Flow Diagrams and Node Descriptions 
structure 
• Equipment Lists 
• Outline 

 
Continued Work 

 
How the PFDND can help our project 

 
Demonstration of PFDND 
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Presentation Notes
So, I will discuss the PFDND, equipment lists, and an outline that helps navigate them, discuss our continued work, how it can help our project, and then give a demonstration of how the PFDND work



The Visio program allows for a 
multilayered visual aid of the PFDND 

Top Level starting point is based on System 
Architecture studies 
“Options” worksheets allow user to select option of 

interest 
“Process” worksheets give detailed information 

about flows 
 
Node Descriptions and Equipment Lists give detailed 

information about the WMS 
• “Nodes” are defined as a processing event that contains a node 

description and an equipment list in the PFDND  
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Presentation Notes
Visio was selected as the program of choice because it allows for a multilayered visual aid of all the information contained within the PFDND. There are 3 main levels, really 4 of worksheets contained within the PFDND. The top level starting point is based on System architecture studies and what scenarios they chose to study. Going down a layer, the “options” worksheets allow the user to select different options of interest that they want to look deeper into, and the “process” worksheets give detailed information about material flows. The most in-depth part of the PFDND are the node descriptions and equipment lists which give detailed information about the WMS. And at this point, I will define “nodes” in case there is any confusion, we define them as a processing event that contains a node description and an equipment list in the PFDND. We chose them in the way we felt was most logical. 



“Top level” worksheet starting point is 
based on system architecture studies 

Chart on right represents all the 
paths from reactor sites to 
disposal that were studied in the 
FY2012 system architecture 
study 
Clicking on various ‘boxes’ on 

top level worksheet allows you 
to drill down into process flow 
details 
Under the top level slide are 

either “Options” worksheets or 
“Process” worksheets 
 

UFD System Architecture Study Fuel 
Assembly Disposition Decision and Logistics 
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Presentation Notes
So, the point you get started at is the “top level” worksheet. This was actually taken out of the FY12 system architecture report and was our starting point when assembling the PFDND. The chart on the right represents all the paths from reactor sites to disposal that were studied in the FY12 system architecture study. Clicking on various ‘boxes’ on the top level worksheet allows you to drill down into process flow details. Under the top level slide are either “options” worksheets or “process” worksheets. 



“Options” worksheets allow the user 
to select option of interest 

“Options” worksheets 
have various options 
instead of process flow 
steps 
Worksheet shown to the 

right shows the 
transportation options that 
users can select 
“Options” worksheets link 

to “Process” worksheets 
or Node Descriptions 
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Presentation Notes
Down  from the top level, “options’ worksheets allow the user to select their option of interest. “Options” worksheets have various options instead of process flow steps. Worksheet show to the right shows the transportation options that users can select from. “Options” worksheets link either to “Process” worksheets or to “Node Descriptions”



“Process” worksheets give detailed 
information about WMS flows 

Some process 
worksheets are upper 
level processes that 
hyperlink to more 
detailed process 
worksheets 
Process worksheets also 

link to node descriptions 
and equipment lists 
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Presentation Notes
Another item that can be drilled down to are “Process” worksheets. “Process” worksheets give detailed information about Waste Management System flows. Some process worksheets are upper level processes that hyperlink to more detailed process worksheets, or they might be on the bottom level (and some also link to node descriptions and equipment lists)



Node descriptions and equipment lists 
give in-depth details of processes 

Node descriptions contain 
many details  about the 
steps being described 
 
 
Each node has a suggested 

equipment list 
Very general for now based 

on available information 
• Possible to expand to vendor-

specific equipment lists when 
more information is available 

 

(Excerpt from equipment lists) 
• Equipment involved in Node C3: 

– Transfer Cask 

– Lifting Yoke 

– Fuel building crane 

– Top shield plug 

– Rigging cables 

– Clean demineralized water 

– Compressed air 

(Excerpt from node description) 
 The bare fuel will be wet loaded, so the cask must 

first be put in the water. To place the cask into 
the pool, first connect the cask lifting yoke to the 
hook of the fuel building crane, if not already in 
place and hang the top shield plug from the 
lifting yoke using the associated yoke rigging 
cables. …….. 
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Presentation Notes
The most detailed part of the PFDND are the node descriptions and equipment lists. Node descriptions contain many details about the steps being described, and a excerpt from a node description is given at the right. Each node also has a suggested equipment list (if applicable). An excerpt from an equipment list in the PFDND is given at the right. The equipment lists are very general for now based on the limited amount of information but it will be possible to expand to vendor-specific equipment lists if that information becomes available



Visio diagram strategy chosen to be 
user-friendly 

Easy Navigation 
• Back button (Visio-only) and hyperlinks make PFDND exploration 

easy 
 

Users have two ways to view the PFDND file 
• Obtain Visio 
• Download Visio reader add-on to Internet Explorer from Microsoft 

website 
 
NOTE: MAC users must run Windows in parallel to read 
Visio file 
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Presentation Notes
We chose the Visio diagram strategy to be user-friendly. If you actually have Visio you have a little more functionality, but anyone with Windows and Internet Explorer can download a Visio reader add-on to view the PFDND. And, if you are a MAC user like Bruce you can get someone to show you how to run Windows in parallel. 



Outline gives a roadmap to the user of 
the PFDND structure so that the 
PFDND can be easily explored 

An outline has been created 
that shows the worksheet 
paths that can be taken by 
the user 
Excerpt of outline shown at 

the right 
Worksheets A,B,C, etc. can 

be linked from the logic sheet 
‘I’ 
• Worksheets 1,2,3,etc. can be 

linked from Worksheet ‘A’ 

I. Logic Sheet 
A. At Reactor Storage Existing Sized Containers 

1. Preparation of a Canister for Fuel 
Loading 

2. Staging of Transfer Cask 
3. Insert Canister into Transfer Cask 
4. Etc. 

B. At-Reactor Operations for On-Site Dry 
Storage 
1. Preparation of a Canister for Fuel 

Loading 
2. Staging of Transfer Cask 
3. Etc. 

C. Transport Bare Fuel in Reusable Casks 
to CIS 
1. Set Site Specific Campaign Plan 
2. Receive the Cask 
3. Put the cask into the Pool 
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Presentation Notes
We have created an outline that gives a roadmap to the user of the PFDND structure so that the PFDND can be easily explored. The outline (excerpt shown at the right) shows the worksheet paths that can be taken by the user (does not include node descriptions and equipment lists). For example, Worksheets A, B, and C can be linked from the logic sheet and worksheets 1, 2, 3, etc. can be linked from A.



Variety of resources have been 
incorporated into PFDND  

List of resources used include: 
• WMS Concept of Operations  
• System Architecture Evaluation FY12 and FY13 
• DOE-CH-TOP-001-1987 
• DOE-CH-TOP-001-1992 
• Dry Storage of Used Fuel Transition to Transport 
• Wet handling Facility Event Sequence Development Analysis 
• YM Wet Handling Preliminary Throughput 
• BNFL Fuel Solutions Storage System FSAR 
• Progress Review Meeting TO#14: Transfer of UNF Stored in Non-

Disposable Canisters 
• IAEA-TECDOC-1081: Spent Fuel Storage and Cask Decontamination 

and Modification 
• NWTRB Evaluation of the Technical Basis for Extended Dry Storage and 

Transportation of UNF 
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Presentation Notes
We have used a variety of resources in the PFDND and they are listed here. We are also open to suggestions if anyone has any references that you think should be incorporated. 



PFDND will continue to be expanded, 
updated, and improved 

Will continue to update: 
• PFDND 
• Equipment Lists 
• Outline 
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Presentation Notes
So, this is an on-going project and we will continue to update the various aspects of the PFDND. The deliverable is due July 31, 2014, and we will expand and incorporate comments received until then. 



Quantitative data can be stored in 
each process node 

Process Node Flow 
Diagrams contain 
Qualitative Data for Process 
Tasks 

Quantitative Data Behind 
Process Node 



PFDND can enhance and inform many 
aspects of NFST work 

Inform and enhance the Functions and Requirements 
activity 
Plan and evaluate scenarios for the transportation 

and storage of UNF 
Research doses and durations for individual 

processes 
Next-generation systems code development 
Training of people new to the project 
Possibly others 
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Presentation Notes
So, we hope that the PFDND are helpful to the NFST project in the ways listed here: informing the F&R, planning and evaluating scenarios, researching doses and durations, next-generation systems code development, training of people new to the project, and really people might think of other ways that it can be used, and we can add that to this list as well. 



What do the PFDND look like?  

Short Visio Demonstration of PFDND 
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Presentation Notes
Now, I will show you a short Visio demonstration of the PFDND and the F&R Hierarchy Diagrams. I sent everyone the copy of the PFDND on 2/14, and I can send updates to anyone who is interested. 
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